Covid Natural Remedy by Gary Bate
The Covid problem is the REPLICATION of spike protein, so anything that can stop the replication
is a potential remedy!
To do this you have to get ZINC inside your cells and to do that you have to ingest enough zinc
alongside a ZINC IONOPHORE, which is what gets it inside your cells.
You could use a drug like hydroxychloroquine as it's an ionophore, but that would be unwise as
there's a NATURAL alternative! Also, there are other natural ingredients that kind of assist and
support your immunity, which should ideally be taken at the same time. If you buy these natural
ingredients separately, it's a lot more expensive...
The Doctor who came up with this successful formula has now made it available to take daily in a
small capsule. Now that we have this natural remedy, is there any need for any vaccinations?
Here is the link to the product: https://tinyurl.com/4u5syd5h
If you purchase the coupon code is WHATSTRESS
This is a natural product that you can take daily, not only as a remedy for the virus but as a wise
prevention. It will boost your immunity.
Please share this with your family and friends – as nobody knows who will be the next victim....
Best wishes,
Gary Bate
www.whatstress.com
P.s.
New Danish study shows that the Vaccines create a NEGATIVE efficacy after about 60 days,
which means they INCREASE your likelyhood of getting Omicron!
https://freeworldnews.tv/watch?id=61cebf3c9a9b52478525d8ab
Does it matter where the spike protein comes from (virus or vaccine)? No, it doesn't. What matters
is you stop the REPLICATION.
Zinc Ionophores have broad-spectrum antiviral properties against RNA viruses such as COVID-19.
Be wise and get yourself on this NATURAL product, which stops the spike protein replication...
Here's the product again: https://tinyurl.com/4u5syd5h
Vaccines aren't helping; they're making people sick!
Gary
www.whatstress.com

